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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Adverse neurodevelopmental outcome is common in children born preterm. Early sensitive predictors
of neurodevelopmental outcome such as MR imaging are needed. Tract-based spatial statistics, a diffusion MR imaging analysis method,
performed at term-equivalent age (40 weeks) is a promising predictor of neurodevelopmental outcomes in children born very preterm. We
sought to determine the association of tract-based spatial statistics findings before term-equivalent age with neurodevelopmental
outcome at 18-months corrected age.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Of 180 neonates (born at 24–32-weeks’ gestation) enrolled, 153 had DTI acquired early at 32 weeks’ postmenstrual
age and 105 had DTI acquired later at 39.6 weeks’ postmenstrual age. Voxelwise statistics were calculated by performing tract-based spatial
statistics on DTI that was aligned to age-appropriate templates. At 18-month corrected age, 166 neonates underwent neurodevelopmental
assessment by using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd ed, and the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales, 2nd ed.

RESULTS: Tract-based spatial statistics analysis applied to early-acquired scans (postmenstrual age of 30 –33 weeks) indicated a limited
significant positive association between motor skills and axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity values in the corpus callosum, internal and
external/extreme capsules, and midbrain (P � .05, corrected). In contrast, for term scans (postmenstrual age of 37– 41 weeks), tract-based
spatial statistics analysis showed a significant relationship between both motor and cognitive scores with fractional anisotropy in the
corpus callosum and corticospinal tracts (P � .05, corrected). Tract-based spatial statistics in a limited subset of neonates (n � 22) scanned
at �30 weeks did not significantly predict neurodevelopmental outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS: The strength of the association between fractional anisotropy values and neurodevelopmental outcome scores in-
creased from early-to-late-acquired scans in preterm-born neonates, consistent with brain dysmaturation in this population.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD � axial diffusivity; Bayley-III � Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd ed; FA � fractional anisotropy; IVH � intraventricular hemorrhage;
IQR � interquartile range; PDMS-2 � Peabody Developmental Motor Scales, 2nd ed; PMA � postmenstrual age; RD � radial diffusivity; TBSS � tract-based spatial
statistics

The incidence of very preterm birth (24 –32 weeks’ gestation) is

increasing worldwide,1-4 yet surviving neonates still have high

rates of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes.5-7 While child-

hood impairment in very preterm born neonates is related to a

number of factors, evidence suggests that the severity of white

matter injury in the neonatal period is predictive of neurode-

velopmental impairment. Examination of white matter devel-

opment in preterm neonates by using DTI, sensitive to micro-

structural organization, is increasingly recognized as a

promising tool to identify neonates at high risk of neurodevel-

opmental impairment.8
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Previous neonatal brain DTI studies indicated that white

matter fractional anisotropy (FA) increases with age, even

before myelin is evident on conventional MR imaging se-

quences.9-11 The developmental increase in FA is largely driven

by changes in diffusion measures of radial diffusivity (RD) that

reflect decreases in membrane permeability of myelinating and

premyelinating white matter fiber pathways.11 Furthermore,

with an ROI approach, FA extracted from DTI scans acquired

near birth and term-equivalent age indicated that diffusion

parameters correlated with cognitive, language, and motor

outcomes.8

An alternative to the ROI approach is to analyze the DTI

data in a 3D MR image space by using tract-based spatial sta-

tistics (TBSS; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS), per-

mitting the voxelwise statistical analysis of DTI measures. For

example, TBSS performed on scans acquired at term-equiva-

lent age (40 weeks’ postmenstrual age [PMA]) in preterm-born

neonates detected alterations in white matter microstructure

in the absence of overt brain injury.12,13 Furthermore, TBSS

has been used to examine diffusion measures acquired at term-

equivalent age and has related them to cognitive and motor

outcomes in young preterm-born children.14,15 Previous TBSS

studies examining outcome measures at 2 years (corrected age)

in children born preterm reported that increased FA levels

were associated with better outcome.14,15 For example, Van

Kooij et al16 reported that the increase in FA in the corpus

callosum, fornix, external and internal capsules, superior lon-

gitudinal fasciculus, inferior longitudinal and fronto-occipital

fasciculi, cingulum, and uncinate fasciculus in their preterm

population was positively associated with improved fine motor

scores, explained by a decrease in RD.

Conversely, the findings of lower FA

and increased RD values associated

with poorer fine motor scores were in-
terpreted to reflect disruptions in pr-
emyelination processes.

Previous TBSS studies have largely
focused on scans acquired at term-
equivalent age in preterm neonates, co-
inciding with the myelination of major
white matter fiber pathways, such as the
posterior limb of the internal capsule
and the brain stem.13,16 However, evi-
dence from histologic and MR imaging
studies has indicated that some subcor-
tical structures myelinate at �30 weeks
of gestation.14,15,17 Furthermore, TBSS
permits voxelwise statistical analysis of
the entire white matter skeleton, a more
robust technique compared with an
ROI-based approach. Furthermore,
DTI analyses performed by using TBSS
analysis of DTI measures obtained in ne-
onates have demonstrated that altera-
tions in FA with time were associated
with poor outcome.8 Therefore, using
TBSS applied to early-acquired scans
may provide a useful predictive measure

of developmental outcome in the first weeks of life. Earlier pre-
diction of neurodevelopmental outcome is highly relevant to cli-
nicians making essential care decisions.

The aim of the present study was to determine whether TBSS
analysis of early scans would show a similar association, as seen for
term-equivalent-age scans, between white matter microstructure
and neurodevelopmental performance assessed at 18-month cor-
rected age.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
A total of 180 neonates born very preterm (51% male, 24 –32

weeks’ gestation) who were admitted to BC Women’s Hospital,

Vancouver British Columbia, Canada, were enrolled in the study

between April 2006 and September 2010 (Fig 1), as described

previously.8 The primary inclusion criterion was being born be-

tween 24 and 32 weeks of gestation. Neonates with a congenital

malformation or syndrome, antenatal infection, or sonographic

evidence of a large parenchymal hemorrhagic infarction of �2 cm

were excluded from the study. The Clinical Research Ethics Board

at the University of British Columbia and Children’s and Wom-

en’s Health Centre of British Columbia approved this study, and

written informed consent was obtained from the parent or legal

caregiver of each infant.

MR Imaging
Neonates were scanned on an Avanto (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) 1.5T MR imaging scanner by using VB 13A software.

The neonates rested quietly or slept inside a MR-conditional

incubator (Lammers Medical Technology, Luebeck, Germany)

FIG 1. Participant flow chart. Neonate data (180 very preterm-born infants of �32 weeks’ gesta-
tion, with 1 or 2 MR imaging scanning sessions including DTI) are separated into 3 groups: group 1,
75 neonates with only 1 early scan near the time of birth (median postmenstrual age at scanning,
32 weeks) (all 75 neonates have neurodevelopmental follow-up data at 18-month corrected age);
group 2, 78 neonates with 2 scans, both early (PMA, 32 weeks) and at term-equivalent age (PMA,
39.7 weeks) (75 neonates have follow-up data); group 3, 27 neonates with a late scan (PMA, 39
weeks) (16 neonates have follow-up data).
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and neonatal head coil (Advanced Imaging Research, Cleve-

land, Ohio). MR images were obtained as soon the neonate was

clinically stable for transport (early scans: median age, 32

weeks; interquartile range [IQR], 30.4 –33.7 weeks) and again

at term-equivalent age (late scans: median age, 39.6 weeks;

IQR, 38.4 – 40.4 weeks). Neonates underwent anatomic imag-

ing (coronal volumetric T1-weighted images: TR, 36 ms; TE,

9.2 ms; FOV, 200 mm; section thickness, 1 mm; no gap) and

axial fast spin-echo T2-weighted imaging (TR, 4610 ms; TE,

107 ms; FOV, 160 mm; section thickness, 4 mm; gap, 0.2 mm),

followed by a DTI sequence (multirepetition, single-shot echo-

planar sequence with 12 gradient directions; TR, 4900 ms; TE,

104 ms; FOV, 160 mm; section thickness, 3 mm; no gap), 3

averages of 2 diffusion weightings of 600 and 700 s/mm2 (b-

values), and an image without diffusion weighting, resulting in

an in-plane resolution of 1.3 mm.

A neuroradiologist (K.J.P.) scored the anatomic images for the

severity of white matter injury (none � 0, minimal � 1, moder-

ate-severe � 2–3 combined) and intraventricular hemorrhage

(IVH) (none � 0, mild � 1–2, and moderate-severe � 3– 4) as

reported previously.8

Image Analysis
DTI analyses were performed by using the fMRI of the Brain

software library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/).18 Pre-

processing included correction for eddy current effects. All

diffusion-weighted volumes were linearly registered to 1 non-

diffusion-weighted volume for each participant by using affine

transformations.19,20

The estimated diffusion tensor data were masked to include

only the brain by using the Brain Extraction Tool (http://fsl.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BET).21 A diffusion tensor model was

fit to the data at each voxel and to calculate voxelwise fractional

anisotropy, mean diffusivity (average of total diffusion within a

given voxel), axial diffusivity (AD � first eigenvalue: �1), and

radial diffusivity (average of second and third eigenvalues: �2,

�3).

To determine the spatial location of alterations in diffusion

measures (FA, mean diffusivity, AD, RD), we processed volumes

by using the TBSS pipeline.22 FA images were nonlinearly

aligned23,24 to age-appropriate templates (early preterm scans:

n � 24, 27–29 weeks; midpreterm scans: n � 99, 30 –33 weeks; late

preterm scans: n � 34, 34 –36 weeks; term scans: n � 101, 37– 41

weeks) to calculate voxelwise statistics.

Data Analysis of TBSS. Voxelwise regression analyses were per-

formed to assess the association of diffusion measures and out-

come scores of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd ed

(Bayley-III) and the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales,

2nd ed (PDMS-2). Cluster-size thresholding was applied to the

data, in which the size of the cluster was determined by 500

permutations by using Randomise v.2.9 within the fMRI of the

Brain Software Library (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/

Randomise). A threshold of P � .05 (95th percentile of the

distribution) was set for the clusters, corrected for multiple

comparisons across space. Average FA, AD, and RD values

were then extracted for the whole brain and an ROI in the

corpus callosum.

Demographic and Clinical Data Collection
A neonatal research nurse and neonatal neurologist collected de-

mographic data and clinical variables systematically. Variables of

interest included gestational age at birth, cord pH, intensity of

resuscitation, days of intubation, any postnatal infections (in-

cluding positive-culture infection, confirmed necrotizing entero-

colitis), patent ductus arteriosus, and chronic lung disease.

Neurodevelopmental Outcomes at 18-Month
Corrected Age
Of the 180 subjects enrolled, 166 children returned for neuro-

developmental follow-up at BC Women’s Hospital. Most of

the children (n � 155) were assessed at 18- to 21-month cor-

rected age (median age, 18.7 months; IQR, 18.3–19.5 months),

but 11 children were seen between 22 and 37 months. Of the

166 preterm-born children, 75 had early scans, 75 had early

and late scans, and 16 were scanned at term-equivalent age.

The children’s neurodevelopmental abilities were assessed by

using the Bayley-III and the PDMS-2 (5 infants were not as-

sessed, total n � 161).

The Bayley-III cognitive, motor, and language composite

scores (mean, 100 � 15) were calculated. Only the cognitive and

language scales were used in the subsequent TBSS analyses. Motor

abilities were also assessed by using the PDMS-2, which comprises

6 subtests and generates a Gross Motor and Fine Motor and Total

Motor Quotient.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics
The median gestational age at birth of the 180 neonates included

in the study was 27.7 weeks (IQR, 26 –29.7 weeks), and the median

birth weight was 1022 g (IQR, 820 –1281.3 g). The neonates were

grouped on the basis of the number of scans that were included in

the final TBSS analyses (group 1, early scans; group 2, early and

late scans; group 3, late scans, Fig 1). The details of the clinical

characteristics for the groups based on gestational age at MR im-

aging are listed in Table 1.

Diagnostic MR Imaging Findings
On the anatomic images, white matter injury was present in up to

one-quarter of the most premature babies, but severe IVH was

uncommon in this cohort. Diagnostic imaging findings for the

groups of neonates stratified by postmenstrual age at the time of

the MR imaging are listed in Table 2.

Neurodevelopmental Outcome
The median age at which the neonates returned for neurodevel-

opmental follow-up was 18.7-month (IQR, 18.3–19.5 months)

corrected age. The median scores on the Bayley-III and on the

PDMS-2 were in the normal range. However, between 6% and

21% of neonates scored 1 SD or below (�84) on the Bayley-III or

the PDMS-2 (6%, Bayley-III: cognitive; 21%, Bayley-III: lan-

guage; 19%, PDMS-2: Gross Motor Quotient; 6%, PDMS-2: Fine

Motor Quotient; 16%, PDMS-2: Total Motor Quotient). The re-

sults of the standardized neurodevelopmental assessment scores

stratified into groups based on the postmenstrual age at scanning

are described in Table 3.
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Diffusion Measures and Neurodevelopmental Outcome

Cognitive and Language Outcome. The TBSS analysis performed

on the diffusion data acquired in neonates scanned at early post-

menstrual ages (27–29 weeks, 30 –33 weeks, 34 –36 weeks) indi-

cated no significant positive or negative association between cog-

nitive and language outcomes and FA, AD, or RD values in the

white matter skeleton (P � .05).

The TBSS analysis applied to the diffusion data from neonates

scanned at 37–41 weeks showed a positive association between FA in

a number of white matter tracts and cognitive scores (Fig 2, P � .02).

Specifically, neonates scanned at a postmenstrual age of 37–41 weeks

showed a positive relationship between cognitive outcome and FA

values in the superior portion of the corona radiata, corticospinal

tracts, genu of the corpus callosum, internal capsule, external/ex-

treme capsules, optic radiations, and cerebral peduncle. No voxels

demonstrated a negative correlation be-

tween FA and cognitive scores. The mean

AD and RD values were extracted from the

regions showing a significant association

between FA and cognitive outcome and

are plotted in Fig 2. Results indicated that

FA (R � 0.3, P � .03) and RD (R � �0.2,

P� .03) excluding AD (R��0.1, P� .2),

were associated with cognitive outcome

scores based on Spearman � correlations.

TBSS applied to the non-FA images indi-

cated a significant negative association

with cognitive outcome scores and RD

images (P � .04). No association between

cognitive outcome scores and AD images

was found. Results were maintained when

removing the data from neonates who had

a moderate-severe white matter injury

and/or severe IVH (On-line Fig 1). FA val-

ues were not significantly associated with

language outcomes in neonates scanned at

37–41 weeks (P � .13).

Motor Outcome
In neonates scanned at early time peri-

ods (30 –33 weeks), AD and RD images

were positively associated with fine mo-

tor scores on the PDMS-2, specifically in

the territories of the corpus callosum and internal, external/ex-

treme capsules and extending to the cerebral peduncles in the

midbrain (P � .05). No association between fine motor scores

and FA was evident in neonates scanned at a PMA of 30 –33 weeks

(P � .1). Additionally, gross and total motor scores were not

predicted by diffusion parameters (all P � .05).

Neonates scanned at later postmenstrual ages (37– 41 weeks)

also showed a significant positive association of FA with total

motor scores in the superior portion of the corona radiata, corti-

cospinal tracts, and the genu of the corpus callosum (P � .02). FA,

AD, and RD values were not significantly positively or negatively

associated with gross or fine motor scores (P � .05).

In smaller subsets of neonates scanned at other postmenstrual

ages (27–29 weeks, 34 –36 weeks), FA, AD, and RD were not sig-

nificantly associated with motor scores (P � .05).

Table 1: Clinical characteristics: separated into groups based on the postmenstrual age at scanninga

27–29 Weeks
(n = 24) (Median)
(IQR) or (No.) (%)

30–33 Weeks
(n = 99) (Median)
(IQR) or (No.) (%)

34–36 Weeks
(n = 34) (Median)
(IQR) or (No.) (%)

37–41 Weeks
(n = 101) (Median)
(IQR) or (No.) (%)

Birth GA (wks) 27.3 (26.1–27.8) 29.3 (27.5–30.6) 26.1 (25–27.7) 26.9 (25.9–29.7)
Age at MRI (wks) 29 (28.5–29.4) 32 (30.9–32.9) 35.1 (34.5–36.3) 39.7 (38.6–40.6)
Sex (male) 12 (50%) 57 (57%) 16 (47%) 54 (53%)
Birth weight (g) 1022.5 (911.5–1171.3) 1140 (957.5–1377.5) 749 (607.5–1002.5) 970 (805–1270)
Days of mechanical ventilation 2 (1–5.8) 3 (1–10.5) 37.5 (20.5–51.3) 11.5 (2–51)
Infectionb 11 (46%) 31 (31%) 19 (56%) 49 (49%)
Patent ductus arteriosus 9 (38%) 38 (38%) 27 (79%) 47 (47%)
Chronic lung disease 5 (21%) 10 (10%) 17 (50%) 27 (27%)

Note:—GA indicates gestational age.
a One hundred eighty neonates participated. Seventy-five neonates had early scans (near birth), 78 neonates were scanned early and late (birth, term-equivalent age), and 27
neonates were scanned late (term-equivalent age), for a total of 258 scans.
b Infection, culture-positive infection, confirmed necrotizing enterocolitis.

Table 2: Radiologic findings: separated into groups based on the postmenstrual age at
scanninga

27–29 Weeks
(n = 24)

(No.) (%)

30–33 Weeks
(n = 99)

(No.) (%)

34–36 Weeks
(n = 34)

(No.) (%)

37–41 Weeks
(n = 101)
(No.) (%)

WMI (moderate/severe)b 6 (25%) 15 (15%) 4 (12%) 12 (12%)
IVH (grade 1/2)c 10 (42%) 40 (40%) 18 (53%) 33 (33%)
IVH (grade 3/4)c 1 (4%) 2 (2%) 1 (3%) 2 (2%)
Cerebellar hemorrhage 2 (8%) 11 (11%) 5 (15%) 12 (12%)

Note:—WMI indicates white matter injury.
a One hundred eighty neonates participated. Seventy-five neonates had early scans (near birth), 78 neonates were
scanned early and late (birth, term-equivalent age), and 27 neonates were scanned late, for a total of 258 scans.
b WMI defined as foci exhibiting T1 hyperintensity without T2 hypointensity or by low-intensity T1 foci.
c IVH was graded (none � 0, mild � 1–2, and moderate-severe � 3– 4) using the Papile system.

Table 3: Neurodevelopmental outcome: separated into groups by postmenstrual age at
scanninga

27–29 Weeks
(n = 22)

(Median) (IQR)

30–33 Weeks
(n = 93)

(Median) (IQR)

34–36 Weeks
(n = 32)

(Median) (IQR)

37–41 Weeks
(n = 94)

(Median) (IQR)
Age at follow-up (mo)b 18.7 (18.4–19.2) 18.7 (18.3–19.7) 18.6 (18.3–19.1) 18.8 (18.4–19.4)
Bayley-III cognitivec 105 (100–110) 110 (100–115) 102.5 (92.5–110) 105 (95–110)
Bayley-III languagec 101.5 (83.5–111.3) 100 (91–109) 95.5 (83–109) 100 (86.8–108.3)
Bayley-III motorc 98.5 (88.8–105.3) 100 (91.8–107) 92.5 (84.3–104) 97 (88–107)
PDMS-2 Gross Motorc 91 (87–96) 94 (87–98) 89 (79–96) 91 (87–98)
PDMS-2 Fine Motorc 100 (97–106) 100 (97–103) 97 (89.5–103) 100 (94–103)
PDMS-2 Total Motorc 96 (90–101) 96 (92–98) 92 (84–97) 94 (89–98)

a One hundred sixty-six neonates returned for neurodevelopmental follow-up. DTI data were acquired in 75 of the
neonates early and in 75 of the neonates at early and late time points (150 scans). Sixteen neonates had late scans for
a total of 241 scans.
b Age corrected for prematurity.
c The mean composite score in a normative population is 100 � 15.
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DISCUSSION
Using TBSS analysis of diffusion-tensor images, we demonstrated

that FA values can be used to predict cognitive outcome at 18

months (corrected age) in preterm-born neonates at term age.

Moreover, we demonstrated the utility of using age-specific tem-

plates scanned at both early postmenstrual ages (27–29 weeks,

30 –33 weeks, 34 –36 weeks) and at term age (37– 41 weeks) for

TBSS analysis in very preterm-born neonates. The analytic

method of TBSS offers a number of advantages over hypothesis-

directed ROI analyses, in that it describes changes in white matter

microstructure in a 3D image space.

TBSS applied to scans acquired around term age, 37– 41 weeks’

gestation, showed a robust association between FA values in ma-

jor white matter tracts, with better cognitive and motor perfor-

mance assessed at 18-month corrected age. The significant find-

ings of higher FA values at 37– 41 weeks being correlated with

cognitive outcome was largely driven by decreases in RD. Find-

ings are in agreement with a previous TBSS study with preterm-

born neonates scanned at term-equivalent age that also reported

increased FA in relation to higher cognitive scores and fine motor

skills assessed at 2 years.16 The biologic significance of increased

FA and decreased RD in the absence of changes in AD is thought

to reflect myelination processes leading to reduced permeabil-

ity.9,25 Reductions in RD are associated with the development of

oligodendrocyte precursor cells,26 while AD increases with the

rise in axonal number or increase in axonal caliber. The neonates

with relatively lower FA values and higher RD values with poor

cognitive outcome may have experienced a disruption in premy-

elination or myelination processes.27

The use of TBSS to predict motor outcome was predictive for

neonates scanned as early as 30 –33 weeks. Results indicated that

fine motor scores were negatively associated with AD and RD in

white matter fiber pathways located in subcortical regions and the

brain stem. Neonates with high AD and RD values may be at

higher risk for the development of motor abnormalities. Given

the widespread changes in AD and RD in several white matter

fiber pathways, findings may be reflective of the loss of placental

growth factors and nutrients due to the early exposure to the

extrauterine environment or early systemic illness.

The higher FA values and lower RD values as revealed by using

TBSS applied to scans acquired at 30 –33 weeks and 37– 41 weeks

are consistent with myelination patterns seen during typical de-

velopment.23 Myelination does not occur in a uniform process,

but rather, different sites myelinate at distinctive times during

different time intervals.15 Portions of white matter tracts in the

forebrain begin to myelinate at 28 –29 weeks.23 At 37– 40 weeks of

gestation, the posterior limb of the internal capsule and the lateral

white matter of the cerebellum are myelinated, while regions of

the frontal pole begin to myelinate after 40 weeks.17,18 In the cur-

rent study, FA values in the anterior portion of the corpus callo-

sum extracted from data acquired in neonates scanned at 30 –33

weeks were significantly associated with motor outcome. The

probabilistic analytic method used by TBSS can detect white mat-

ter tracts in areas of low FA, including those regions that are

FIG 2. TBSS analysis of term scans (PMA of 37– 41-weeks). Top: Mean FA map (red-yellow) demonstrating the significant positive linear associ-
ation between cognitive scores on the Bayley-III and FA in the territory of the medial prefrontal cortex (left), the genu of the corpus callosum
(middle), and portions of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (right, P � .05, corrected for multiple comparisons). The mean FA skeleton is
shown in green. Bottom: FA (R � 0.3, P � .03), AD (R � �0.1, P � .2), and RD (R � �0.2, P � .03) values from the significant clusters in the FA map.
Spearman � correlation and an � level are set at .05.
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sparsely myelinated or unmyelinated.24,28 The early-acquired

scans (27–29 weeks) analyzed with TBSS did not predict neuro-

developmental outcome, thus indicating a time lag to detect the

abnormal white matter maturation that is predictive of cognitive

outcome in preterm neonates. The lack of predictive findings

from TBSS applied to the early scans is likely reflective of dysma-

turation of the white matter, which is an important brain abnor-

mality in preterm neonates.27

Language outcomes were not found to be significantly associ-

ated with FA values extracted in any of the postmenstrual age

groups of interest. Language capabilities in infants of 18 –24

months can be strongly influenced by environmental factors.

Therefore, the lack of association between linguistic ability and

diffusion measures of white matter microstructure seen in the

current work may reflect the broad range of language capabilities

in children at 18 months of age. An additional consideration is

that methodologic limitations of TBSS may have affected the res-

olution of the arcuate fasciculus, the main white matter fiber

pathway subserving speech and language.29

CONCLUSIONS
The development of sensitive MR imaging–based measures of white

matter microstructural development in preterm-born neonates is

important for the understanding of neurodevelopmental outcome,

not only for the early diagnosis and treatment of neonatal brain in-

jury and dysmaturation but also to optimize outcomes for preterm

babies. In this study, we have demonstrated that through the devel-

opment of age-appropriate templates, it was possible to use TBSS to

predict motor outcome in scans acquired as early as postmenstrual

age of 30–33 weeks. TBSS analysis applied to earlier-acquired scans

was not found to be predictive of cognitive outcome. However, cog-

nitive and motor outcomes were predicted by TBSS analysis applied

to scans acquired at 37–41 weeks, even when neonates with brain

injury were excluded. White matter dysmaturation is increasingly

recognized as the primary pathology in contemporary cohorts of

preterm neonates.27 Thus, the full extent of white matter abnormal-

ities in the preterm neonate may not be apparent on early scans,

necessitating follow-up at term-equivalent age.
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